Jun 4, 2018

UPDATE: Missing and Endangered Runaway

Update: Missing and Endangered Runaway has been found in Manatee Co. He is safe and on his way back to the hospital.

Previous release__________________________

Detectives need help locating 16-year old Edward Gordon (06-03-2002), he left John Hopkins Hospital early this morning with a woman in a black colored Nissan Altima.

It is critical that Edward is located. He is a ward of the state and was in the care of doctors when he left before completing his treatment plan. Edward has a chronic health issue which requires he take medicine to regulate his condition.

He was last seen wearing a dark colored baseball cap, a navy shirt with a red vertical line in the middle and grey camo shorts. He had on black fuzzy slippers at the time he left the hospital.

Investigators believe he has left St. Petersburg, and may be in Manatee County.
If you know where he is, or have any information regarding his whereabouts, please contact St. Petersburg Police at 727-893-7780. Anonymous tips can also be texted along with “SPPD” to TIP-411.
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